The
by Matsugoro

Yukihiko Matsukawa (also known as “Matsugoro”) is
a first class garage kit artist. He is also the owner of
Roswell Japan, a collectibles and hobby store in Zama,
a city in the Kanagawa province of Japan. Roswell is
one of Black Heart’s dealers in Japan and a seller of
high quality and hard-to-find busts, kits, props and
statues.
In 2013, Roswell and Black Heart collaborated to
produce and market Black Heart’s life-sized 360°
Series bust, The Colonist. The bust was sculpted by
Yoshihiko Sano and is available through Black Heart
and Roswell Japan.
Matsugoro (in the middle) flanked by Roswell employees, Shuto and Yoshimo and “friends”

The alien “facehugger” on Kane in Alien and on Newt’s dad in Aliens

____________________________________________________________________________
1）

Prepping the resin casting

Photo: 1-1
After washing your casting with soap and water,
carefully remove any parting lines or mold lines
using a MOTO-TOOL, a file or sandpaper.

Photo: 1-2
Shave off any fine bumps from the line with the
tool.
After shaving the kit, wash the kit with a
solvent or detergent.

_____________________________________________________________________________
Photo: 1-3
After you have removed the bumps with the
MOTO-TOOL, primer the bust and then finish
smoothing the surface using sandpaper.

_____________________________________________________________________________
2)

Prepping the kit for painting

Photo: 2-1
Before painting, Primer the surface in order to
paint it more easily.

_____________________________________________________________________________
Photo: 2-2
After it has dried, paint the model with Surfacer. Then all small
scratches will be hidden. We recommend Primer Surface for the best
result.

3)

Base-coating the kit

Photo: 3-1 (Basecoat for the skin)
I used a whitish skin color lacquer mixture
and painted the body with an airbrush.

____________________________________________________________________________
Photo: 3-2 (Basecoat for the facehugger)

Use sand / beige mix and coat the surface of the facehugger
with it. You can choose your favorite color for the
facehugger.

__________________________________________________
Photo: 3-3 (Basecoat for the hair)
I used red-brown lacquer composition for the colonist’s hair;
I painted the hair part using an airbrush.
The point of this part is to paint in entirety lightly. Masking
is not needed.

4） Oil Wash
Photo: 4-1
Paint with Enamel Flat Brown color with
using the Tamiya Color with a brush. The
oil wash must be thinned down with a
special purpose thinner, then do a wash
with a thicker mix.

___________________________________________________________________________
Photo: 4-2
Wipe off the excess paint with a paper towel.
____________________________________________________
Photo: 4-3
If you prefer not to have brown for
the human skin, lightly sponge the
surface with thinner.

_________________________________________________
Photo: 4-4 (Shading)
Paint “flat black” to the surface just as you’ve done with
“flat brown”. After it dries, spray with lacquer clear liquid
and coat the surface.

5） Paint for small parts
Photo: 5-1
Matsugoro’s favorite pastel (chalk) is used by children but
any art store or craft store pastel chalk will work .
_____________________________________________________________________________

Photo: 5-2
Use the chalk to add subtle shading and highlights. I
used a little white and yellow for the effect I wanted.
Then I sealed the chalk with clear lacquer.

___________________________________
Photo: 5-3
I lightly airbrushed light blue paint for the
veins on the Colonist’s skin.

6） Finish
Photo: Fin-1 & 2
Lastly, I blended colors and skin tones
using an airbrush to shade and highlight. If
you would like a light luster for the
surface, a clear gloss or semi-gloss lightly
sprayed or airbrushed is recommended.

Editor’s note: Thanks to Mr. Sano for a great sculpture and
to Matsugoro for a great tutorial and to both for making
Black Heart look good.
GeoS

Visit Roswell Japan’s website

or visit them on

Facebook

